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MESSAGE
FROM THE CHAIR
Graham John Tier, CFM, FMP, MRICS

FM RBI 2020 ANNUAL REPORT

It is my pleasure to present the 2020 Annual Report
for IFMA’s FM Research and Benchmarking Institute
(RBI). In 2017, RBI was established to provide facility
management professionals with current benchmarking
metrics and relevant research to expand their
knowledge and apply the best content available to
their practices and careers.
In an unprecedented year, the public health crisis
brought the importance of research and best
practice techniques into sharp focus. RBI supported
organizations in managing their workplaces,
through valuable best practice content provided by
the contributions of FM professionals, FM service
providers, academics and research partners, which
helped us all amid the COVID-19 pandemic.
IFMA’s goal for RBI is to help create global leadership
within the FM profession through meaningful, relevant
and groundbreaking research and benchmarking and
this year has been no exception with the development
of the following reports: Space Planning; Operations
and Maintenance: Healthcare; and Operations and
Maintenance Index Reports. These RBI products
provide FM professionals with the leverage to gain
leadership capabilities within the built environment.
I hope you enjoy reading the annual report and
encourage you to take some time to learn more about
the valuable work RBI is doing for our profession, as
we continue to provide new and updated reports
and strengthen our connection with the FM research
community globally.
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RBI Board of Directors

Graham John Tier, CFM, FMP, MRICS

Don Gilpin

Diane Levine, MCR, IFMA Fellow

GM, District Facility Management,

John Carrillo, CFM, IFMA Fellow

President and Chief Operating Officer,

Executive Director of IFMA Foundation

The West Kowloon Cultural District Authority

IFMA

William M. O’Neill, CFM

Colleen Conklin, MSPH

Erik Jaspers

Mark Mobach, Ph.D.

Consultant

Client Relations Executive

Chief Information Officer,

Science Officer

Plannon

RBI Staff

Nickalos A. Rocha, M.P.A.

Director of Research and Operations
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RBI is focused on providing the best possible facility
management benchmarking and research products to a broad
spectrum of market segments. The ability to convene facility
management (FM) subject matter experts in pursuit of refining
FM research is critical to the industry. Furthermore, the desire to
support strategies by leveraging global expertise is a testament
to IFMA members and their desire to seek the best possible
resources in supporting their professional responsibilities.
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The RBI was developed to centralize the IFMA research
department and IFMA Foundation research efforts
under one organization. The stakeholders determined
that the best possible solution for generating and
advancing FM research would be an institute dedicated
to the needs of current facility managers, while
continuing to support the IFMA Foundation’s work on
growing the next generation of facility managers.

Mission
Provide global leadership in advancing the facility
management profession and improving the built
environment through academic and applied research and
benchmarking studies.
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History

Vision
To be the most trusted source of research and related
products advancing the global body of knowledge
that supports a resilient built environment and facility
management services industry.

Objectives
• To provide global research strategy support to all IFMA
boards in developing processes to support future
research development
• To provide IFMA members with the best possible research
from the academic and applied sectors of FM
• To provide IFMA and non-IFMA members with opportunities
to attend facility management research-based events
• To provide the best possible FM-based research at
an economical cost from both a global and regional
perspective
• To provide futurist, thought-provoking FM research and
develop paradigms
• To provide facility managers and the wider built
environment the best possible benchmarking data
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Partnerships

RBI Partners
We highly value our
partnerships. Our generous
partners, listed right, support
creation of the generation
of research products,
benchmark data, tools or
research symposiums that
benefit facility managers.
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Current data for
hard-to-reach markets
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Business Value Proposition

Why is RBI right
for you?
RBI research and benchmarking
products equip FMs with the
knowledge they need
to lead by example.

Highly sought after content
that makes an impact

Data supporting informed
decision-making
8

RBI provides some of the
most economical prices
for members

Why is RBI
key for your
organization?
Our informative and forwardthinking products provide the data
needed to justify staffing and
financial resource needs.
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Business Value Proposition

RBI provides thought leadership
insight with benchmarking and
research reports, webinars,
virtual conferences and think tank
participation opportunities

Non-profit partner
organization affiliated
with IFMA
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Space Planning
Benchmarking
Report 2020
IFMA RBI’s Space Planning Benchmark
report provided facility professionals and
their industry partners with information
to make informed decisions, while
enhancing the value communicated in
their next business cases.

AVAILABLE FOR PURCHASE
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Completed Projects

The benchmarks assisted practitioners in assessing their workspace
management practices against a variety of facility and operational
demographic profiles, including industry sector served, use, age, setting,
ownership and site population. Amassing data from nearly 1,000
organizations throughout the world, this study provided key performance
metrics such as space allocated by occupant for various office types,
workspace utilization and vacancy rate for major industries served, moves
and furniture acquisition practices, assigned areas for amenity and support
spaces, use of technology in space planning and more.
A new section was also included in this report on Flexible Workspace
Strategies – one of the first and most comprehensive research-based
analyses of the subject. Action insights were provided on flexible workspace
implementation by industry sector and facility use, flex space allocations
per person and common challenges experienced when managing a flexible
workspace environment. The report concluded with a special appendix on
how the COVID-19 pandemic affected facility managers.
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North America
Operations and
Maintenance
Healthcare 2020
IFMA RBI’s Operations and Maintenance
Healthcare Benchmark Report 2020
provided healthcare facility professionals
and their industry consultants up-to-date
metrics and practices in the administration
of operations and maintenance.
AVAILABLE FOR PURCHASE
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Completed Projects

The available metrics facilitated performance evaluation and set the
foundation for diagnostic evaluation in the search for best practices.
The report provided information to enhance the value communicated in
business cases.
The findings also assisted practitioners in assessing their facility practices
against a variety of facility and operational demographic profiles, including
institution type (outpatient healthcare center, acute care hospital, academic/
research hospital and more), age, climate zone/geographic region, operating
suite area and inpatient-staffed beds.
More detailed benchmarks and a larger sample size strengthened this
report compared to previous iterations. Some of the enhanced metrics
included: ratio of FM staff to facility staff, ratio of maintenance technicians
to managers, ratio of maintenance staff size to facility size (gross square
feet), use of energy management staff and practices and safety and security
metrics and practices.
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Completed Projects

Operations and
Maintenance Index
Report 2020
IFMA RBI’s Benchmarking Operating
Costs Throughout Time: Operations &
Maintenance Index 2020 was a firstof-its-kind report designed to provide
facility professionals and their industry
consultants with a quantification of
operations and maintenance cost trends.

Cost changes from a sample of facilities who participated in IFMA RBI’s
Operations and Maintenance North America study were presented in this
report. The most common reasons for cost changes were also discussed.
The information provided an estimate of cost trends and inflation across
the broad industry of facility management. The study also provided a
quantification of the magnitude of cost changes experienced by facility
managers on a yearly basis.
Facility professionals use this report as a means of justifying cost increases
in yearly operating budgets based upon industry trends, providing value to
business cases and requests for funding.

AVAILABLE FOR PURCHASE
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Operations and maintenance
reports are underway for
multiple regions.
From the data gathered, RBI seeks to generate a robust
global comparison of Operations and Maintenance (O&M)
benchmarks, and incorporate the data into the Resource
Advantage Platform tool.

REGIONS SURVEYED:

Asia O&M*
LINK TO SURVEY
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Projects In-Progress

Europe O&M*
LINK TO SURVEY

North America O&M
Middle East O&M
Africa
South America**
Central America**

* Subject Matter Experts recommended
an abbreviated survey for the region
** Survey tentative
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Projects In-Progress

Global FM Salary
This report will focus on providing a robust, economical
resource to the facility management and wider built
environment market to be used when making strategic
decisions. The best of IFMA’s past Profiles and FM Staffing
reports will be incorporated to produce the new update with a
bit of insight on FM succession planning and FM market size.

Global FM Trends
A new version of IFMA RBI’s Global FM Trends report will
improve upon past efforts, incorporate a Delphi model and
provide critical future insight.

FM Succession Planning
Fostering the next generation of FMs continues to be of
significant importance to IFMA RBI. A multi-year project will
be deployed to provide valuable resources to help facilitate
succession planning – a topic of significant importance in FM.
This project will permeate into multiple areas FM organizations
are impacted by.
14

IFMA’s Membership
Benefit Survey 2020

The most important
IFMA membership
survey conducted in
the last 7 years.
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Special IFMA Projects

The IFMA Membership Benefit Survey 2020 was one of the more
in-depth market research surveys conducted by IFMA in many
years. Incorporating a MaxDiff approach, although tedious, was
informative. Survey responses helped IFMA understand the
value IFMA members place on the benefits offered.
Designed to gather a greater understanding of what benefits matter most to you and
our members, members were also asked about the ways IFMA benefits are priced.
These type of insights into various pricing scenarios assist us with future planning.
Because we value individual experience and input, each member was provided a
custom link to complete the survey.
This was the most important IFMA membership survey conducted in the last 7 years.
Information gathered will be used to inform multiple areas in the years that follow.
IFMA members input was invaluable. This survey followed a Van Westendorp pricing
sensitivity model by incorporating four key questions per benefit, making it a very
iterative, yet impactful, survey. We could not have completed this project without the
support of IFMA members.

BECOME AN IFMA MEMBER
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Benchmarking Data
Specific to your Needs
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Research Advantage Platform

Basic
Access static reports measuring 15 key metrics
from around the world.

Launched in late 2020, RAP allows users to
customize reports and get accurate data
designed specifically for their facility needs.
This powerful tool assists in the design of
custom benchmarking reports comparing
maintenance, sustainability, janitorial or
utilities costs based on choice of region,
facility use, facility size and facility age data.
RAP is currently offering three different
products: Basic and Advance reports, and a
PowerUser® subscription.

LEARN MORE

Advanced
Access static reports measuring 35 key metrics
from around the world.

PowerUser®
Create unlimited reports customized with selected benchmarks
from more than 30 industries. Users can also create custom
tables and figures through the RAP interface. The ability to select
building demographcs arranges the operational performace data
that is most relevent to you. Performance measures provide
quantitative and qualitative metrics for facility operations based on
chosen building demographics.
To learn about RAP’s packages, contact Nickalos Rocha at +1-281-974-5665
or by email at Nickalos.Rocha@ifma.org.
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Sponsorship Opportunities

Research and Benchmarking
Sponsorship Opportunities
We understand organizational needs vary, and a critical
function of RBI is simplifying information into usable data for
the wider built environment. Core areas of RBI include, but are
not limited to:

RBI Publications Development and Dissemination
RBI Exploratory Research Projects
RBI Special Workshops and Conferences
RBI Special Webinars/Speaker Engagements
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To give you a guideline of what you can expect for each investment level, we have outlined a few
proposed options. While this list highlights key requests from previous sponsors, we are happy to
discuss any additions or amendments to best fulfill your organization’s goals.

$30,000

$20,000

$10,000

$5,000

BRANDING IN REPORT AND PRESENTATIONS

FM RBI 2020 ANNUAL REPORT

Sponsorship Opportunities

Company Logo
In final report

On cover

Inside report

Logo

Name only

Logo + 100 word description
for 12 months

Logo + 100 word description
for 12 months

Logo for 12 months

Name only for 12 months

In webinar presentation

Logo

Logo

Name only

Name only

In RBI annual report

Logo

Logo

Logo

Logo

On RBI website

Advertorial in final report

2 pages

1 page

1/4 page w/ other sponsors

–

Logo + hyperlink

Logo + hyperlink

Name + hyperlink

–

Survey development*

3 questions contributed

1 question contributed

–

–

Participate in RBI presentation of the study

Webinar or conference

Webinar

–

–

Submit relevant case studies for inclusion

3 case studies

2 case studies

1 case study

–

1-2 company reps

–

–

–

Logo + hyperlink

Logo + hyperlink

Name only

–

1x

1x

–

–

Logo for ALL

Logo for ALL

Name only

Recognized in FMJ when publication is featured (1 full year)
ENGAGEMENT OPPORTUNITIES

15-20 minute podcast with IFMA CEO and author of study
COMMUNICATIONS AND PROMOTIONS
Ad in IFMA’s The Wire newsletter
Company article featured in IFMA Insider

**

Recognized as RBI sponsor at IFMA events
Recognized in IFMA’s official press release
Recognized on social media
Recognized on banner for IFMA’s Knowledge Library
and Engage forum

Logo for ALL
Brief statement

Recognition

Recognition

–









Both

Choice of one

Engage Forum

–

50

25

18

5

30 unique links

25% discount

18% discount

5% discount†

ALL reports‡

ALL reports‡

3 reports‡

1 report‡

**

DELIVERABLES
Copies of final report
Copies of final report for clients
Additional RBI reports

* Applies only if sponsorship begins before survey deployment.

** IFMA approval required. IFMA reserves the right to edit accordingly.

†

†

† Applies to a one-time purchase of digital copies beyond what is included in package.
‡ Applies only to reports during fiscal year of sponsorship. Not transferable to future reports.
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Sponsorship Opportunities

WEBINAR SPONSOR

$750
Logo inclusion
Introduction slide
with logo/video
Two-minute allotment to
address audience
(1 minute introduction
and 1 minute conclusion)
Conclusion slide
with logo
Logo included in
annual report
Attendee contact information shared with sponsor
with attendee approval

Webinar Sponsorships

Support RBI
By collaborating on targeted research efforts, your
partnership helps to support and develop quality
products and events while building RBI’s future
vision. Let’s discuss your goals and objectives so
we can mutually identify opportunities for strategic
research and benchmarking sponsorships.
The options are limitless.
BECOME A RBI SPONSOR

RBI is launching monthly webinars that address and
educate facility managers on the most discussed
topics from IFMA’s online Engage forum. Currently,
there are more than 20 webinars planned for the
immediate future.
WEBINAR SCHEDULE
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Website Analytics

Users by Month

Jan. 1 - Dec. 31, 2020

2,000
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Audience Overview

4

%

USER INCREASE
FROM 2019

1,500
1,000
500

February 2020

May 2020

August 2020

2020
NEW USERS

SITE VISITS

10,031

7,844
2020
TOTAL USERS

7,941

November 2020

TOP USERS
BY LOCATION

United States
Canada
India
United Kingdom
China
Netherlands
Germany
Singapore
Saudi Arabia
Hong Kong

research.ifma.org
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Planned Research Reports
Global FM Salary
FM Pay and Compensation
Report 1: Salaries, Benefits and Trends for Facility Managers
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Upcoming Projects

FM Pay and Compensation
Report 2: Global Trends in the FM Workforce
Global FM Trends
FM Succession Planning (multi-year initiative)
Global FM Technology
Global FM Outsourcing
Reentry to Facilities After COVID-19 – A Facility Management Quagmire –
Lessons Learned: How Do FMs Lead by Example (2022)
Building Design, Construction and Life Cycles Roadmap (2022)

Planned Benchmarking Reports
North America - O&M Benchmarking
Middle East - O&M Benchmarking
Africa - O&M Benchmarking
South America - O&M Benchmarking (tentative)
Caribbean - O&M Benchmarking (tentative)
Global - O&M Benchmarking (complete collection of all regions)
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Upcoming Webinars

REGISTRATION & DETAILS

2021 Webinars
MARCH 11

MARCH 24

MARCH 25

FM Credentials and Training
of the Future

Best Practices in Janitorial
Contracts and Services:
Impacts from COVID-19

Graduate Student Presentation

MARCH 31

APRIL 7

APRIL 7

Roofs, Warranties and
Maintenance: What Every FM
Should Know about Buying
a New Roof

Lessons Learned from
COVID-19: A Look at
Maintenance, Janitorial and
Workplace Practices

Graduate Student Presentation

MARCH 25

APRIL 14

APRIL 28

Graduate Student Presentation

Comparing COVID-19
Reopening Plans –
What’s Worked and
Lessons Learned

Facility Management in
Educational Institutions:
Scoping, Procurement and
Project Management 101

The Identification and Elimination
of Excessive Production in FM
Cleaning Operations Within UK
Shopping Centers

A Multi-Criteria Decision-Making
(MCDM) Approach for Building
Maintenance Strategy Selection
using Choosing by Advantages (CBA)

The Use of 3D Scanning
for Facilities Management
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Upcoming Webinars

REGISTRATION & DETAILS

2021 Webinars
MAY 4

MAY 6

MAY 11

FM Operations and
Maintenance Benchmarks:
Asia

Mechanical Systems and
COVID-19: Preliminary Results
from IFMA’s National Study

FM Pay and Compensation
Report 1: Salaries, Benefits and
Trends for Facility Managers

MAY 12

MAY 19

JUNE 8

FM Pay and Compensation
Report 2: Global Trends
in the FM Workforce

Global Perspectives on
Facilities Operations and
Maintenance Benchmarking

A Facility Manager’s Guide
to Distributive Energy Grids

JUNE 10

JUNE 15

JUNE 17

Global Trends in Facility
Management – A Look at the
Next 10 Years

FM Operations and
Maintenance Benchmarks:
North America

Smart Grids: What They Are
and Why FM’s Should Care
About Them
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Upcoming Webinars

REGISTRATION & DETAILS

2021 Webinars
JUNE 23

JULY 14

JULY 21

Research-Based Best
Practices for Hiring an
Architect

FM Operations and
Maintenance Benchmarks:
Europe

FM Operations and
Maintenance Benchmarks:
Middle East

Graduate Student Webinar and Whitepaper Series
RBI is inviting graduate students globally to share their thesis and dissertation research
with IFMA members and nonmembers in a webinar and whitepaper series. This is an
exclusive opportunity for the next generation of researchers in the facility management
and wider built environment industry to share their research and showcase their
university on a global scale with facility management professionals on the front-lines.
Interested partcipants should contact Nickalos Rocha at +1-281-974-5665
or by email at Nickalos.Rocha@ifma.org.
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 Buying Roofing Systems – Learn

 The Practical Guide for Effective

 Buying Roofing Systems:

 Drones, Roofing Safety and

 Latest Trends in Operations

 Healthcare Facility Operations

Industry Best Practices That
Provide Value
Maintenance Strategy: The
Trifecta of Excellence!

 How to Stay Out of Jail When
You Have International FM
Responsibilities

 Town Hall: COVID-19 Series

#3 – FM Challenges During the
Pandemic

 Facility Management: A Career

of Choice for Today and Beyond

 Occupancy Outcomes: Why the

Project Begins After Occupancy,
and Why Tracking Outcomes is
Imperative

 Adapting to Climate Change
for Facility Management
Professionals

 Becoming a Client of Choice:
Developing Savvy Facility
Professionals in Procuring
Design and Construction
Services

 Scope Development 101 for the
Most Common FM Contracts

Evaluation of FM Service
Proposals

and Maintenance Cost Data
2020

 Dealing with Emotional Support
Animals in Our Buildings

 The Leadership Toolbox for

Technology Implementation
and Adoption

 Internet of Things and Facility
Management: Five Trends to
Keep an Eye On

 Prevention through Design

– How Facility Managers Can
Have a Stronger Voice in Safety

 Finding the One: Identifying
Future High Performers
and Laser-Guided Talent
Development

 Super-Charged Project Planning
and Partnering

 Developing an Effective

Customer Satisfaction Question
for Building Occupants

Industry Best Practices That
Provide Value
and Maintenance Costs,
Staffing and Training

 Creating and Managing

an Effective Vendor
Prequalification Program

 The Practical Guide for Effective
Evaluation of Contractor
Proposals

 How to Lead Change and

Organizational Transformation:
Recommendations for the
Facility Manager

 Organizational Learning and
Benchmarking Networks in
Facility Management

 Procurement Series #1:

Creating Win-Win Partnerships
Between Procurement and
Facility Management

 Latest Trends in Operations
and Maintenance Cost Data

 Procurement Series #2:

Creating an Effective Statement
of Work for Operations and
Maintenance Contracts

 Janitorial Services

Contracting and
Performance Measurement:
Recommendations for a
COVID-19 World
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Past Webinars

 Save Time, Money and Gray

Hair in Hiring the Right Vendors

 The Ultimate Guide to Drone
Roof Inspections: Practical
Insights for Enhancing Your
Maintenance Strategy

 Responding to RFPs: How to

Give the Client What They Want

 Data Analytics 101 for Facility
Managers

 Reach for the Stars: The Value
in FM Credentials, Certificates
and Education

 Space Management

Benchmarks, Flexible
Workspace and Change
Management: What FMs Need
to Know
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Delve into benchmarking data to fill your knowledge gaps
and get key metrics for strategic planning

Custom Reports
and Data for Your
Facility Needs

Design custom benchmarking
reports comparing maintenance,
sustainability, janitorial or utilities
costs based on your choice of
region, facility use, facility size and
facility age data.

FACILITY
SIZE

JANITORIAL

Customize reports and get accurate data designed
specifically for your facility needs. Design custom
Operations and Maintenance benchmarking
reports comparing maintenance, sustainability,
janitorial or utilities costs based on your choice of
region, facility use, facility size and facility age data.

Analyze O&M data globally or
within specific sectors and verticals.

Identify where cost benchmarks
may be exceeding like facilities.

Purchase a single section or purchase
globally for an economical price point.

Evaluate and improve operational
strategies to limit expenses and
improve resource allocation.

Access current data for selected
years and inflation-adjusted data
in other years.

Identify and communicate metrics to
company executives more effectively.

Compare current costs with
similar facilities in the market.

Only purchase content you need.

SUSTAINABILITY

FACILITY
USE

REGION

FACILITY
AGE

MAINTENANCE

Analyze data with
benchmarks you have
selected in four key areas.

UTILITIES

Choose how much data you need
BASIC
USER

ADVANCED
USER

POWER
USER®

Access to
static reports
measuring
15 key metrics

Access to
static reports
measuring
35 key metrics

Create unlimited custom reports
More than 30 industries in each section
Custom tables and figures online
Best tool for data-driven pros

Learn more at ifma.simplarbenchmarking.org
research.ifma.org

Get the training you need,
when you need it.
Your mastery of facility
management is unique to you.
Shouldn’t your training be, too?
Leave behind the old FM learning of
the past and fill your knowledge gaps
with IFMA’s new individual eLearning
courses — a cutting-edge approach
to professional development that
focuses on what you need to know,
when you need to know it. Affordable,
targeted training on your schedule
saves you time, money and worry.
Take only what you need to build
your knowledge, skills and confidence
in a specific FM area.
Designed for all built environment
professionals, at any career stage —
aspiring, emerging, transitioning,
middle to senior management.
Developed and delivered by IFMA — an ANSI-accredited
provider of world-class FM education, credentialing
and certification.

▶ 11 competency courses
▶ 0 knowledge gaps
▶ Complete at your own pace
▶ CEUs

▶ The only ANSI credentials

for the global FM community

▶

Digital badge to demonstrate
your knowledge

▶ Certificate of completion
▶ Techniques/practices
applicable worldwide

▶ Corporate plans available

Knowledge = confidence. Find the FM knowledge you need at fm.training.

research.ifma.org

